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Abstract
We present, to our knowledge, the first ever published morphological analyser and generator for Sakha, a marginalised language
of Siberia. The transducer, developed using HFST, has coverage of solidly above 90%, and high precision. In the development
of the analyser, we have expanded linguistic knowledge about Sakha, and developed strategies for complex grammatical patterns.
The transducer is already being used in downstream tasks, including computer assisted language learning applications for linguistic
maintenance and computational linguistic shared tasks.
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1. Introduction

This paper describes the development of a morphological
transducer for Sakha using free/open-source tools available
as part of Helsinki Finite State Technology (HFST). Sakha
is a Turkic language, with around 450 000 native speaker
(Eberhard et al., 2022), primarily residing in the Sakha
Republic, where the language enjoys official status. The
Sakha Republic is located in Northeast Asia, and is part of
the Russian Far East. Sakha speakers are subject to increas-
ing economic (Streletskiy et al., 2019) and cultural (Lavril-
lier and Gabyshev, 2021) peril due to climate change, and
the Sakha language faces social (Charter, 2022) and legal
(Chevalier, 2017; Jankiewicz et al., 2020) marginalisation.
The transducer described in this paper provides mor-
phological analysis and generation for Sakha, is entirely
hand-crafted, and is publicly available under the GPL v3
Free/Open Source licence.¹ Morphological transducers can
be used in a wide range of language technology applications
and “downstream tasks”; e.g., they may be repurposed as
spell checkers and used in rule-based machine translation
pipelines. The Sakha transducer described here is currently
used in Revita, a language learning application designed to
support individual efforts at language maintenance (Katin-
skaia et al., 2018; Ivanova et al., 2019). Morphological
transducers are an important technology for NLP, since
they are linguistically informed and well understood, and
require a single development cycle (Butt, 2020).
This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 gives an
overview of the Sakha language and related work. Sec-
tion 3 describes the methodology for implementing the
transducer, including details of how the morphotactics and
morphophonology were dealt with. Section 4 presents an
evaluation of the transducer, showing that it has decent cov-
erage and precision and recall. Finally, future work and
conclusions are presented in sections 5 and 6, respectively.

¹https://github.com/apertium/apertium-sah

2. Background and Methodology
2.1. Sakha
The Sakha language (also known as Yakut), is the language
of nearly half a million speakers, mainly in the Republic of
Sakha in the Far East of Russia (Siberia), shown in Figure 1.
Sakha belongs to the Lena group of the Turkic language
family, and its lexicon consists of Turkic words, borrowings
from Mongolic and Tungusic languages, loanwords from
Russian, and words of unclear (possibly Paleo-Asiatic) ori-
gin, (Kharitonov, 1987).

Figure 1: A map situating Sakha (sah) in Northeastern
Asia and among its closest neighbouring Turkic languages
(the remaining language codes, all ISO 639-3, aside from
dkh, fyg, tlt, and tuh—used for Dukha, Fu-yü Gyrgys,
Bachat Teleut, and Tuha, respectively). The Sakha Repub-
lic, where Sakha has official status, is highlighted.

Despite being rather divergent from other Turkic lan-
guages, Sakha shares a lot of properties with them: it can
be described as agglutinating, meaning words may be in-
flected using a series of affixes; the word order is generally
Subject-Object-Verb; and there are backness and rounding
vowel harmony systems.
Various grammar sources were consulted in the develop-
ment of the transducer, mostly Убрятова et al. (1982)
and Sleptsov (2018).

https://github.com/apertium/apertium-sah
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2.2. Morphological transducers
The function of a morphological transducer is twofold:
morphological generation takes surface forms (e.g., атын)
as input and returns all possible lexical forms (e.g.,
ат<n><px3sg><acc>/атын<adj>/атын<post>, cf. /ɑt/
‘horse’, /ɑtɯn/ ‘different’ (adjective), ‘except’ (postposi-
tion), and morphological analysis takes lexical forms (e.g.,
ат<n><px3sg><acc>) and returns one or more surface
forms (e.g., атын). Morphological transducers are imple-
mented as finite state transducers (FSTs), and in this case
are compiled from hand-coded lexical, morphotactic, and
morphophonological generalisations.
In this transducer, the lexicon and inflectional morpho-
tactics are encoded in the lexc formalism, and the mor-
phophonology in twol; the two files are compiled as FSTs
using Helsinki Finite-State Technology (HFST) (Lindén et
al., 2011), and these FSTs are intersected to produce the
full transducer, per Koskenniemi (1983) and Beesley and
Karttunen (2003). This follows the methodology used in
previous Turkic FSTs (Washington et al., 2019).

3. Implementation
This section overviews the contents of the transducer and its
design (§3.1), morphotactics (§3.2), and specific challenges
(§3.3).

3.1. Contents and design
After initial implementation of the most straightforward
morphology and lexical items, stems were added to the lex-
icon mostly by frequency of the occurrence of forms con-
taining them in the Sakha Wikipedia corpus. Specifically,
we went through an iterative process (documented inWash-
ington et al. (2016)) of analysing the corpus using the trans-
ducer, identifying the stems of the most frequent unrecog-
nised forms, adding those, recompiling, and running anal-
ysis again. This approach was adopted because it allowed
us to increase coverage efficiently, starting with the most
common forms.
Using this approach, the transducer reached a point where
it included over 10 500 stems, consisting of around 5 400
nouns, over 2 100 proper nouns, over 1 300 adjectives, and
over 1 000 verbs. The lexicon was recently expanded with
words from Sleptsov (2018), increasing its size to over
37 000 stems, consisting ofmore than 12 400 nouns, 11 600
verbs, 5 700 adjectives, 3 900 adverbs, and 2 100 proper
nouns. The remaining stems are divided between interjec-
tions, postpositions, numbers and numerals, conjunctions,
determiners, pronouns, and other items (punctuation, ab-
breviations, etc.). Table 1 gives the number of lexical items
for each of the major parts of speech.
The tagset consists of 105 separate tags, 15 covering the
main parts of speech (noun, adjective, verb, adverb, post-
position, etc.) and 90 covering lexical subcategory—e.g.,
transitivity, proper noun class, determiner type, etc.—and
morphological function—e.g., case, number, person, pos-
session, tense-aspect-mood, etc. The tags are based on the
Apertium tagset² and are defined in the lexc source as

²https://wiki.apertium.org/wiki/Tagset

Part of speech Number of stems
Noun 12 423
Verb 11 686
Adjective 5 785
Adverb 3 971
Proper noun 2 135
Interjection 484
Postposition 143
Numbers 112
Conjunction 43
Determiner 33
Pronoun 16
Other 943
Total: 37 673

Table 1: Number of stems per part of speech

multi-character symbols, between less than ‘<’ and greater
than ‘>’ symbols, along with comments describing their us-
age.
Regarding the phonology, rules in the twol formalism
are applied in parallel, as contrasted with linearly ordered
rewrite rules. While other formalisms allow for sequentially
applied rules, we consider parallel rules to be preferable.
The current twol file has 71 rules, the equivalents of which
would be very difficult to order exactly right; we find it to be
much more straightforward to simply ensure that no rules
conflict with one another. We have encountered the belief
that sequential rules are easier to work with, but we have
not found that to be the case. Examples of the application
of twol rules are discussed in detail in section 3.3.

3.2. Morphotactics
Morphotactics were implemented using the lexc formal-
ism, through the use of continuation lexicons. For example,
the Root lexicon points at the Verbs lexicon, which con-
tains many verb lemma-to-stem mappings, each with the
appropriate continuation lexicon (mostly either V-IV for
intransitive verbs and V-TV for transitive verbs). Each of
these continuation lexicons includes the relevant POS tags,
as well as morphology-to-tag mappings which point to the
appropriate following lexicon according to the morphotac-
tics of the language. All the lexicons are concatenated as
defined and provide variuos paths through the transducer.
Every path must conclude with a terminal symbol, #. This
approach works quite well for an agglutinative language
with entirely suffixational morphology, like Sakha.
“Archiphonemes” are a type of control character used in
the lexicon to represent morphology-level characters that
may be realised in different ways orthographically depend-
ing on phonological alternations. For example, {B}, which
begins many suffixes, may be realised as ‹б›, ‹м›, or ‹п› in
different contexts, depending on the last character of a pre-
ceding morpheme. Other control characters may be used
to trigger certain phonological practices without ever being
realised orthographically themselves.

https://wiki.apertium.org/wiki/Tagset
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harmonising vowel
triggering high low diphthong
vowel {I} {A} {I}{A}

high ✔ ✘ ✔
low ✔ ✔ ✔
diphthong ✔ ✘ ✔

Table 2: The basic patterns of Sakha rounding harmony.
✔ indicates rounding, ✘ indicates no rounding. Harmonis-
ing high vowels and diphthongs always round after a round
vowel trigger; harmonising low vowels only round after a
round low vowel trigger.

3.3. Challenges
The implementation of the morphophonology of Sakha
presented a number of challenges, described in this section:
vowel harmony (§ 3.3.1), consonant assimilation (§ 3.3.2),
and vowel epenthesis and other stem alternations (§ 3.3.3).
Non-finite verb forms (§ 3.3.4) are also discussed.

3.3.1. Vowel harmony
The twol formalism for implementing two-level phonol-
ogy is distinguished conceptually from other approaches
to phonology: all rules are applied in parallel, are sensi-
tive only to the input (morphological) form and the output
(orthographic, in this case) form, and operate on only one
character at a time. Two-level rules constrain a given input-
output correspondence in one of several available ways
given a particular context. Computationally, these rules
are compiled into a finite-state transducer, and in our sys-
tem (per Koskenniemi (1983) and Beesley and Karttunen
(2003)), this FST is compose-intersectedwith themorphol-
ogy FST, which maps analyses to morphotactic forms, as
described in section 3.2.
Vowel harmony is exhibited in Sakha in two forms: back-
ness harmony and rounding harmony. Vowels subject to
harmony are encoded in the morphotactics with special
symbols, conceptualised as “archiphonemes”: {A} is a har-
monising low vowel and {I} is a harmonising high vowel.
In Sakha’s system of rounding harmony, high and low vow-
els behave differently: low vowels only round after rounded
low vowels, while high vowels round after any rounded
vowel, high or low. Sakha’s “falling” diphthongs, which or-
thographically consist of a high vowel component followed
by a low vowel component, behave like high vowels, in that
they round after any round vowel, and do not trigger the
rounding of low vowels. This pattern is summarised in Ta-
ble 2.
This general pattern of rounding harmony and the fact that
long vowels (orthographically a sequence of two identical
vowel characters) behave like their short vowel counterparts
posed a challenge for twol. Since rulesmay only operate on
a single character, each rule had to be sensitive to whether
a harmonising vowel character is a component of a long
vowel or a diphthong or not, and many of the alternations
required multiple rules to implement.
An example of this is one of several rules conditioning the

output of the {A} archiphoneme, needed so that it is re-
alised in specific ways as the second character of a diph-
thong. This rule is shown in Table 2. Exceptions to this
rule comprise environments where other rules affect {A}
after {I}, and other rules that affect {A} might exclude the
environment of this rule.

"{A} as part of {I}{A}"
%{A%}:Vy <= %{I%}:Vx _ ;

except
:RealVow :RealVow %>: %{I%}:Vx _ ;
_ %>: %{I%}: [ %{I%}: | %{A%}: ] ;

where Vx in ( и ү ы у )
Vy in ( э ө а о )

matched ;

Figure 2: A twol rule affecting {A} when the second el-
ement of a diphthong. {I} harmonises as usual in these
diphthongs, and the realisation of {A} is conditioned on
that.

3.3.2. Consonant assimilation
Sakha also exhibits consonant assimilation processes that
apply in both directions (anticipatory, in which an earlier
segment is affected by a later segment, and persaverative,
in which a later segment is affected by an earlier segment).
Sometimes two assimilation processes involve the same
consonants. For example, the verb form /tutn-bIt-A/
‘use– . –3’ is realised as тутуммута [tutummuta],
where the /n/ triggers nasalisation of the following /b/, and
the /b/ triggers labialisation of the preceding /n/. This re-
sults in an /n-b/ sequence being realised as [mm].
In twol, because of the lack of rule ordering, this sort of
mutual influence is not problematic, and may be imple-
mented simply as two rules sensitive to the underlying form
of adjacent consonants, as shown in Figure 3

"н→м assimilation"
Cx:м <=> _ (%{☭%}:) %>: %{B%}: ;

where Cx in ( н %{н%} ) ;

"Assimilation after nasals"
Cx:Cy <=> :Nasal [ [ :0 - [ т: | Imaginary: | %{D%}: ] ] | %-: ]* _ ;

%{м%}: [ [ :0 - [ Imaginary: | %{D%}: ] ] | %-: ]* _ ;
where Cx in ( %{L%} %{T%} %{G%} %{B%} )

Cy in ( н н ҥ м )
matched ;

Figure 3: Rules in twol used to trigger separate anticipa-
tory and perseverative assimilation processes whichmay in-
teract with one another despite the lack of rule ordering.
The underlying form of a symbol is the part to the right of
the : characters. The % symbol is an escape character.

The morphological form of тутуммута is
тут{y}{н}>{B}{I}т>{A}. The {y} is an epenthetic
vowel, per §3.3.3, and {н} is a control sequence needed in
place of an orthographic ‹н› to deal with passive forms of
the verb.
It is important to note that this process of bidirectional as-
similation is no more difficult to implement using rules ap-
plied in parallel than it is with sequential rules.
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3.3.3. Vowel epenthesis and other stem alternations
There is a series of morphological stems in Sakha that end
in two consonants, e.g. /usn/ ‘swim’, /køsn/ ‘be visible’,
/oxn/ ‘fall’. Since Sakha allows very few coda clusters (se-
quences of consonants at the end of a syllable), when these
stems do not precede a vowel (which allows the second con-
sonant to begin the next syllable), a vowel is inserted (or
epenthesised) between the two final consonants, subjecting
the first consonant to alternations due to being intervocalic.
The stems above, for example, in isolation are уһун [uhun],
көһүн [køhyn], and оҕун [oʁun], respectively, with /s/ and
/x/ leniting to [h] and [ʁ]. Furthermore, when the second
of the two consonants is able to syllabify as an onset, and
no epenthetic vowel is needed, it is subject to desonorisa-
tion. In these three examples, the /n/ is realised as [t], as
in the non-past forms устар [ustar], көстөр [køstør], and
охтор [oxtor]. These forms are summarised in Table 3
A twol rule that maps an ‘empty’ character to another char-
acter is not guaranteed to work, since an empty transducer
arc may not exist between two other segments, so the rule
may have nothing to intersect with. To avoid this problem,
themorphological form of these verbs, in lexc, was defined
with a character ({y}) which, as specified by twol rules, is
realised as empty when a vowel follows the consonant im-
mediately after it, and which acts as a high harmonising
vowel otherwise.

gloss morphological bare form non-past
representation

‘swim’ ус{y}н /usn/ уһун [uhun] устар [ustar]
‘be visible’ көс{y}н /køsn/ көһүн [køhyn] көстөр [køstør]
‘fall’ ох{y}н /oxn/ оҕун [oʁun] охтор [oxtor]

Table 3: Examples of stems with epenthetic vowels, and the
other consonant alternations involved

Stem alternations like уһун ‘swim. ’ / устар ‘swim- ‘
exhibit three single-character alternations in sequence,
here: һ ‘h’/с ‘s’ due to intervocalic lenition, harmonised high
vowel/∅ due to consonant cluster restrictions, and н ‘n’/т ‘t’
due to sonority restrictions. Each of these alternations re-
quired at least one twol mapping, variably sensitive to the
other alternations and to other parts of the morphophono-
logical context.

3.3.4. Non-finite verb forms
Sakha exhibits a high number of non-finite verb forms,
many of which have finite uses as well. Previous gram-
mars like Убрятова et al. (1982) categorise these forms
as either participles or converbs, and do not present a de-
tailed categorisation of their uses. As part of the construc-
tion of this transducer, we identified for each of these non-
finite verb forms whether it had finite, verbal noun, ver-
bal adjective, verbal adverb, or infinitive uses, and imple-
mented each use separately. Many verb forms group into
two categories: verbal nouns and verbal adjectives are of-
ten syncretic (“participles”), and verbal adverbs and infini-
tives (forms that occur with auxiliaries) are as well (“con-
verbs”). However, we found that there is not a strict partici-
ple/converb binary as presented in previous sources. This

work, documented in more detail in Washington and Tyers
(2019; Washington et al. (2022), constitutes a novel under-
standing of Sakha grammar.

4. Evaluation
For evaluation, several corpora were prepared: a Sakha
translation of the New Testament³, a recent version of the
Sakha Wikipedia ⁴, and a large newspaper corpus (Leon-
tiev, 2015). The Wikipedia corpus was preprocessed to re-
move URLs, formulas, and lines containing Russian func-
tion words (which indicate non-Sakha content).

4.1. Coverage
The transducer⁵ was evaluated in terms of naïve coverage,
or the percentage of tokens receiving an analysis, whether
correct or not. Mean ambiguity—the average number of
analyses returned by the transducer per analysed token in a
corpus—was also measured. These figures are reported for
each corpus, along with the number of tokens, in Table 4.

Corpus Tokens Ambiguity Coverage
New Testament 188K 2.50 94.53%
Wikipedia 2.4M 2.46 91.30%
Newspapers 16.0M 2.37 91.04%

Table 4: Naïve coverage and mean ambiguity of the anal-
yser over several corpora

Before expanding the dictionary as described in (§3.1), the
coverage on the Wikipedia corpus was somewhat higher
than the Newspaper corpus; this was expected, since we
added stems to the lexicon of the analyser based on a fre-
quency list from theWikipedia corpus. Adding more stems
has brought the coverage of the two closer.
The ambiguity of all corpora is around or slightly lower
than 2.5, meaning on average, every two analysed tokens in
the corpus receive approximately five analyses total. Dis-
ambiguation (choosing between multiple analyses based on
context) is a task for future work.

4.2. Accuracy
To understand the accuracy of the transducer, we calcu-
lated precision and recall. Precision is the percentage of
analyses returned by the transducer for each form that are
correct analyses of that form in some context. Recall is
the percentage of the correct analyses for each form that
are returned. These measures do not account for syntactic
context.
To measure the transducer’s precision and recall we se-
lected 1000 valid words of Sakha randomly from the
Wikipedia corpus, ran them through the analyser, andman-
ually annotated this list to create a gold standard. Manual
annotation consisted of adding analyses, and removing and

³https://ibtrussia.org
⁴https://sah.wikipedia.org/
⁵All evaluation for this paper was performed on revision

264da4c from late March, 2022.

https://ibtrussia.org
https://sah.wikipedia.org/
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correcting returned analyses for each form. The gold stan-
dard was then compared to the original list of analyses re-
turned by the analyser. Precision was 98.52%, recall was
75.42%; i.e., nearly every analysis returned by the trans-
ducer was deemed correct, but many correct analyses were
not returned by the transducer (mostly due to low cover-
age). That is, many of the forms that caused low recall
numbers are forms that were not analysed at all.

5. Future work
A number of minor issues in the implementation of some
morphophonological alternations in the transducer were
identified recently when the transducer was used as part of
data generation for a shared task (Pimentel et al., 2021).
Beginning to fix these has increased coverage slightly, and
it is anticipated that further work on these and other minor
morphophonology issues will also have some small impact
on coverage. One example of this is the passive voice mor-
pheme, the form of which is not predictable solely based
on the orthographical form of the stem it attaches to. The
form of the passive morpheme might need to be lexically
specified or determined by control characters used in the
lexicon.
Once good coverage has been achieved with a morpholog-
ical analyser, the next logical step is to start work on mor-
phological and syntactic disambiguation. As the mean am-
biguity figures suggest, there is a lot of work that can be
done on disambiguation.

6. Conclusion
We have presented, to our knowledge, the first ever pub-
lished morphological analyser and generator for Sakha, a
marginalised language of Siberia. The transducer has cov-
erage of solidly above 90%, and high precision. In the
development of the analyser, we have expanded linguistic
knowledge about Sakha, and developed strategies for com-
plex grammatical patterns. The transducer is already being
used in downstream tasks, including computer assisted lan-
guage learning applications for linguistic maintenance and
computational linguistic shared tasks.
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